SHORT FLOOR

or

Dodge

FULL FLOOR
Chrysler

Chrysler

SIENNA

CARAVAN

Overall height of van with stowed
luggage rack & antenna

74"/1880 mm

69.5"/1765 mm

75"/1905 mm

Entrance height at side (usable)

54"/1372 mm

52.75"/1340 mm

53.4"/1356 mm

54.75"/1391 mm2

56"/1422 mm

Interior height at center of van
with A/C

58.75"/1492 mm 54.75"/1391 mm

57.3"/1455 mm

56.75"/1441 mm

60"/1524 mm

Interior height at center of van
without A/C

58.75"/1492 mm

57"/1448 mm

57.3"/1455 mm

59"/1499 mm

60"/1524 mm

11"/279 mm

10"/254 mm

10.25"/260 mm

11"/279 mm

10.5"/267 mm

Ground clearance

5.25"/133 mm

4.6"/117 mm

5.25"/133 mm

5.5"/140 mm

5.5"/140 mm

Interior floor length from front of
bench seat to behind driver’s seat

58"/1473 mm

56.25"/1429 mm

55.5"/1410 mm

56.75"/1441 mm

56"/1422 mm

N/A

N/A

N/A

86.75"/2203 mm

89"/2261 mm

Overall interior floor width behind
front seats

51"/1295 mm

52.5"/1334 mm

48.5"/1232 mm

61"/1549 mm

59"/1499 mm

Available floor width for
wheelchair between 2nd row seat
and door/ramp

40"/1016 mm

34.5"/876 mm

36"/914 mm

35.5"/902 mm

34.5"/876 mm

30"/762 mm

29.5"/749 mm

29.5"/749 mm

29.5"/749 mm

29.5"/749 mm

Side ramp length (usable)

59.25"/1505 mm

62.4"/1585 mm

62.75"/1594 mm

54"/1372 mm

54"/1372 mm

Side ramp length (usable)
with transition

65"/1651 mm

N/A

N/A

59"/1499 mm

Height of floor

Interior lowered full floor
length passenger side

Side ramp width (usable)

CARAVAN

PACIFICA/
CARAVAN

73.25"/1861 mm

78"/1981 mm

N/A

All Savaria conversions carry a warranty of 3 years/60,000 km for personal use. These specifications
are based 2016-2020 models of the Dodge Caravan and on the 2017 and later models of the Chrysler
Pacifica, 2021 models of the Chrysler Caravan and 2017-2020 models of the Toyota Sienna.

•

Dodge

PACIFICA/
CARAVAN

SPECIFICATIONS

oor

Toyota

SIDE ENTRY

RAMP MODELS

Optional 56"/1400 mm available
with 30"/762 mm wide ramp

2

optional caregiver seat

Fullremovable
floor
•
CONFIGURATIONS

In business for over 30 years, Savaria is the largest
manufacturer of wheelchair minivan conversions in
Canada and a leading accessibility company in North
America. From wheelchair lifts to home elevators and
accessible vehicles, we are the company that brings
mobility to people in the home, in transportation and
in public spaces.

Short floor
CONFIGURATIONS

short floor

SavariaFlex
Easy-clean, durable
SavariaFlex floor
available

Contact your Savaria van conversion dealer today to
find out more about how we can meet your specific needs.

better mobility for life
Savaria Vehicle Group
14 Goodmark Place Toronto ON M9W 6R1

●o
 ptional wheelchair positions

(cannot fit 3 wheelchairs)

● removable

800.561.9600

savaria.com

wheelchairvans.ca

©2021 Savaria Corporation. Savaria makes every effort to publish accurate information. Specifications and options are subject to change without notice.

•

optional caregiver seat

Seating must adhere to gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR). Speak with your Savaria dealer for full specifications on seating options.

wheelchair accessible vehicles
built for Canadians

SIDE ENTRY
Savaria is Canada’s leading
manufacturer of lowered floor
accessible minivans. Built on today’s most
popular OEM platforms, Savaria conversions are
offered for the Dodge and Chrysler Caravans,
Chrysler Pacifica and Toyota Sienna. Our side
entry conversions are built in Quebec with
durable, weather-tough materials including
stainless steel flooring.

Savaria side entry van designs are crash-tested
and meet national standards for safety (CMVSS).
We sell conversions on new vehicles through
dealers across Canada and we are also pleased
to convert pre-owned1 vehicles. Our full floor
conversions feature a lowered floor into the front
row seating area, ideal for wheelchair drivers, or
front row wheelchair passengers. Savaria short
floor conversions offer a lowered floor in the
centre of the vehicle, ideal for families where the
wheelchair passenger rides in the middle of the
van. An authorized Savaria dealer can assist you
to find the best solution for your needs.

CHRYSLER PACIFICA/CHRYSLER CARAVAN – Short Floor
1

DODGE CARAVAN – Full Floor

Consult Savaria for full details

Built with quality and value in mind, these conversions feature a shorter length lowered floor, allowing the wheelchair
passenger to ride in the second row area. The bi-folding side ramp can be optionally ordered with power operation and
the sliding passenger door sill is heated to prevent ice and snow buildup. Add the optional second row seat from Savaria
to accommodate a caregiver or additional passenger – it’s full-sized and safety tested. The third row bench offers lots of
family space and the rear storage is retained.

DODGE CARAVAN – Short Floor

NOTE: Only front wheel drive and non-hybrid models can be converted

TOYOTA SIENNA – Short Floor
This short floor conversion for Toyota Sienna (2017-2020) offers
a lowered floor in the centre of the vehicle for a wheelchair
passenger to sit in the second row area. The manual in-floor ramp
allows for easy access in and out of the van and with a simple
pull-out, the ramp deploys for wheelchair access at a gentle slope.
Remarkably spacious inside with a full-sized second row seat
option, this short floor delivers great value on the highly regarded
Toyota Sienna minivan.
NOTE: • Only front wheel drive models can be converted
•	Models with second row recliner style seats
cannot be converted
•	Conversion design for model year 2020 or earlier.

CHRYSLER PACIFICA/CHRYSLER CARAVAN
– Full Floor
Built on the current Chrysler minivan models, this fully lowered
floor conversion design is ideal for wheelchair drivers. Removable
seating options with foot operated locking, make it easy to configure
the vehicle to your needs including accommodating a front row
wheelchair passenger or driver. Built on the luxurious Chrysler
Pacifica van or Chrysler Caravan, you can also add conversion
features such as kneeling or a power operated ramp.
NOTE: Only front wheel drive and non-hybrid models can be converted

Our popular full floor conversion built for the previous model Dodge Grand
Caravan is ideal for wheelchair drivers. The bi-folding side ramp allows
easy access with a 56" door height option available. Removable seating
adds flexibility and the van can be configured with a power ramp and
power kneeling.

SIDE ENTRY
Savaria is Canada’s leading
manufacturer of lowered floor
accessible minivans. Built on today’s most
popular OEM platforms, Savaria conversions are
offered for the Dodge and Chrysler Caravans,
Chrysler Pacifica and Toyota Sienna. Our side
entry conversions are built in Quebec with
durable, weather-tough materials including
stainless steel flooring.

Savaria side entry van designs are crash-tested
and meet national standards for safety (CMVSS).
We sell conversions on new vehicles through
dealers across Canada and we are also pleased
to convert pre-owned1 vehicles. Our full floor
conversions feature a lowered floor into the front
row seating area, ideal for wheelchair drivers, or
front row wheelchair passengers. Savaria short
floor conversions offer a lowered floor in the
centre of the vehicle, ideal for families where the
wheelchair passenger rides in the middle of the
van. An authorized Savaria dealer can assist you
to find the best solution for your needs.

CHRYSLER PACIFICA/CHRYSLER CARAVAN – Short Floor
1

DODGE CARAVAN – Full Floor

Consult Savaria for full details

Built with quality and value in mind, these conversions feature a shorter length lowered floor, allowing the wheelchair
passenger to ride in the second row area. The bi-folding side ramp can be optionally ordered with power operation and
the sliding passenger door sill is heated to prevent ice and snow buildup. Add the optional second row seat from Savaria
to accommodate a caregiver or additional passenger – it’s full-sized and safety tested. The third row bench offers lots of
family space and the rear storage is retained.

DODGE CARAVAN – Short Floor

NOTE: Only front wheel drive and non-hybrid models can be converted

TOYOTA SIENNA – Short Floor
This short floor conversion for Toyota Sienna (2017-2020) offers
a lowered floor in the centre of the vehicle for a wheelchair
passenger to sit in the second row area. The manual in-floor ramp
allows for easy access in and out of the van and with a simple
pull-out, the ramp deploys for wheelchair access at a gentle slope.
Remarkably spacious inside with a full-sized second row seat
option, this short floor delivers great value on the highly regarded
Toyota Sienna minivan.
NOTE: • Only front wheel drive models can be converted
•	Models with second row recliner style seats
cannot be converted
•	Conversion design for model year 2020 or earlier.

CHRYSLER PACIFICA/CHRYSLER CARAVAN
– Full Floor
Built on the current Chrysler minivan models, this fully lowered
floor conversion design is ideal for wheelchair drivers. Removable
seating options with foot operated locking, make it easy to configure
the vehicle to your needs including accommodating a front row
wheelchair passenger or driver. Built on the luxurious Chrysler
Pacifica van or Chrysler Caravan, you can also add conversion
features such as kneeling or a power operated ramp.
NOTE: Only front wheel drive and non-hybrid models can be converted

Our popular full floor conversion built for the previous model Dodge Grand
Caravan is ideal for wheelchair drivers. The bi-folding side ramp allows
easy access with a 56" door height option available. Removable seating
adds flexibility and the van can be configured with a power ramp and
power kneeling.

SIDE ENTRY
Savaria is Canada’s leading
manufacturer of lowered floor
accessible minivans. Built on today’s most
popular OEM platforms, Savaria conversions are
offered for the Dodge and Chrysler Caravans,
Chrysler Pacifica and Toyota Sienna. Our side
entry conversions are built in Quebec with
durable, weather-tough materials including
stainless steel flooring.

Savaria side entry van designs are crash-tested
and meet national standards for safety (CMVSS).
We sell conversions on new vehicles through
dealers across Canada and we are also pleased
to convert pre-owned1 vehicles. Our full floor
conversions feature a lowered floor into the front
row seating area, ideal for wheelchair drivers, or
front row wheelchair passengers. Savaria short
floor conversions offer a lowered floor in the
centre of the vehicle, ideal for families where the
wheelchair passenger rides in the middle of the
van. An authorized Savaria dealer can assist you
to find the best solution for your needs.

CHRYSLER PACIFICA/CHRYSLER CARAVAN – Short Floor
1

DODGE CARAVAN – Full Floor

Consult Savaria for full details

Built with quality and value in mind, these conversions feature a shorter length lowered floor, allowing the wheelchair
passenger to ride in the second row area. The bi-folding side ramp can be optionally ordered with power operation and
the sliding passenger door sill is heated to prevent ice and snow buildup. Add the optional second row seat from Savaria
to accommodate a caregiver or additional passenger – it’s full-sized and safety tested. The third row bench offers lots of
family space and the rear storage is retained.

DODGE CARAVAN – Short Floor

NOTE: Only front wheel drive and non-hybrid models can be converted

TOYOTA SIENNA – Short Floor
This short floor conversion for Toyota Sienna (2017-2020) offers
a lowered floor in the centre of the vehicle for a wheelchair
passenger to sit in the second row area. The manual in-floor ramp
allows for easy access in and out of the van and with a simple
pull-out, the ramp deploys for wheelchair access at a gentle slope.
Remarkably spacious inside with a full-sized second row seat
option, this short floor delivers great value on the highly regarded
Toyota Sienna minivan.
NOTE: • Only front wheel drive models can be converted
•	Models with second row recliner style seats
cannot be converted
•	Conversion design for model year 2020 or earlier.

CHRYSLER PACIFICA/CHRYSLER CARAVAN
– Full Floor
Built on the current Chrysler minivan models, this fully lowered
floor conversion design is ideal for wheelchair drivers. Removable
seating options with foot operated locking, make it easy to configure
the vehicle to your needs including accommodating a front row
wheelchair passenger or driver. Built on the luxurious Chrysler
Pacifica van or Chrysler Caravan, you can also add conversion
features such as kneeling or a power operated ramp.
NOTE: Only front wheel drive and non-hybrid models can be converted

Our popular full floor conversion built for the previous model Dodge Grand
Caravan is ideal for wheelchair drivers. The bi-folding side ramp allows
easy access with a 56" door height option available. Removable seating
adds flexibility and the van can be configured with a power ramp and
power kneeling.

SHORT FLOOR

or

Dodge

FULL FLOOR
Chrysler

Chrysler

SIENNA

CARAVAN

Overall height of van with stowed
luggage rack & antenna

74"/1880 mm

69.5"/1765 mm

75"/1905 mm

Entrance height at side (usable)

54"/1372 mm

52.75"/1340 mm

53.4"/1356 mm

54.75"/1391 mm2

56"/1422 mm

Interior height at center of van
with A/C

58.75"/1492 mm 54.75"/1391 mm

57.3"/1455 mm

56.75"/1441 mm

60"/1524 mm

Interior height at center of van
without A/C

58.75"/1492 mm

57"/1448 mm

57.3"/1455 mm

59"/1499 mm

60"/1524 mm

11"/279 mm

10"/254 mm

10.25"/260 mm

11"/279 mm

10.5"/267 mm

Ground clearance

5.25"/133 mm

4.6"/117 mm

5.25"/133 mm

5.5"/140 mm

5.5"/140 mm

Interior floor length from front of
bench seat to behind driver’s seat

58"/1473 mm

56.25"/1429 mm

55.5"/1410 mm

56.75"/1441 mm

56"/1422 mm

N/A

N/A

N/A

86.75"/2203 mm

89"/2261 mm

Overall interior floor width behind
front seats

51"/1295 mm

52.5"/1334 mm

48.5"/1232 mm

61"/1549 mm

59"/1499 mm

Available floor width for
wheelchair between 2nd row seat
and door/ramp

40"/1016 mm

34.5"/876 mm

36"/914 mm

35.5"/902 mm

34.5"/876 mm

30"/762 mm

29.5"/749 mm

29.5"/749 mm

29.5"/749 mm

29.5"/749 mm

Side ramp length (usable)

59.25"/1505 mm

62.4"/1585 mm

62.75"/1594 mm

54"/1372 mm

54"/1372 mm

Side ramp length (usable)
with transition

65"/1651 mm

N/A

N/A

59"/1499 mm

Height of floor

Interior lowered full floor
length passenger side

Side ramp width (usable)

CARAVAN

PACIFICA/
CARAVAN

73.25"/1861 mm

78"/1981 mm

N/A

All Savaria conversions carry a warranty of 3 years/60,000 km for personal use. These specifications
are based 2016-2020 models of the Dodge Caravan and on the 2017 and later models of the Chrysler
Pacifica, 2021 models of the Chrysler Caravan and 2017-2020 models of the Toyota Sienna.

•

Dodge

PACIFICA/
CARAVAN

SPECIFICATIONS

oor

Toyota

SIDE ENTRY

RAMP MODELS

Optional 56"/1400 mm available
with 30"/762 mm wide ramp

2

optional caregiver seat

Fullremovable
floor
•
CONFIGURATIONS

In business for over 30 years, Savaria is the largest
manufacturer of wheelchair minivan conversions in
Canada and a leading accessibility company in North
America. From wheelchair lifts to home elevators and
accessible vehicles, we are the company that brings
mobility to people in the home, in transportation and
in public spaces.

Short floor
CONFIGURATIONS

short floor

SavariaFlex
Easy-clean, durable
SavariaFlex floor
available

Contact your Savaria van conversion dealer today to
find out more about how we can meet your specific needs.

better mobility for life
Savaria Vehicle Group
14 Goodmark Place Toronto ON M9W 6R1

●o
 ptional wheelchair positions

(cannot fit 3 wheelchairs)

● removable

800.561.9600

savaria.com

wheelchairvans.ca

©2021 Savaria Corporation. Savaria makes every effort to publish accurate information. Specifications and options are subject to change without notice.

•

optional caregiver seat

Seating must adhere to gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR). Speak with your Savaria dealer for full specifications on seating options.

wheelchair accessible vehicles
built for Canadians

SHORT FLOOR

or

Dodge

FULL FLOOR
Chrysler

Chrysler

SIENNA

CARAVAN

Overall height of van with stowed
luggage rack & antenna

74"/1880 mm

69.5"/1765 mm

75"/1905 mm

Entrance height at side (usable)

54"/1372 mm

52.75"/1340 mm

53.4"/1356 mm

54.75"/1391 mm2

56"/1422 mm

Interior height at center of van
with A/C

58.75"/1492 mm 54.75"/1391 mm

57.3"/1455 mm

56.75"/1441 mm

60"/1524 mm

Interior height at center of van
without A/C

58.75"/1492 mm

57"/1448 mm

57.3"/1455 mm

59"/1499 mm

60"/1524 mm

11"/279 mm

10"/254 mm

10.25"/260 mm

11"/279 mm

10.5"/267 mm

Ground clearance

5.25"/133 mm

4.6"/117 mm

5.25"/133 mm

5.5"/140 mm

5.5"/140 mm

Interior floor length from front of
bench seat to behind driver’s seat

58"/1473 mm

56.25"/1429 mm

55.5"/1410 mm

56.75"/1441 mm

56"/1422 mm

N/A

N/A

N/A

86.75"/2203 mm

89"/2261 mm

Overall interior floor width behind
front seats

51"/1295 mm

52.5"/1334 mm

48.5"/1232 mm

61"/1549 mm

59"/1499 mm

Available floor width for
wheelchair between 2nd row seat
and door/ramp

40"/1016 mm

34.5"/876 mm

36"/914 mm

35.5"/902 mm

34.5"/876 mm

30"/762 mm

29.5"/749 mm

29.5"/749 mm

29.5"/749 mm

29.5"/749 mm

Side ramp length (usable)

59.25"/1505 mm

62.4"/1585 mm

62.75"/1594 mm

54"/1372 mm

54"/1372 mm

Side ramp length (usable)
with transition

65"/1651 mm

N/A

N/A

59"/1499 mm

Height of floor

Interior lowered full floor
length passenger side

Side ramp width (usable)

CARAVAN

PACIFICA/
CARAVAN

73.25"/1861 mm

78"/1981 mm

N/A

All Savaria conversions carry a warranty of 3 years/60,000 km for personal use. These specifications
are based 2016-2020 models of the Dodge Caravan and on the 2017 and later models of the Chrysler
Pacifica, 2021 models of the Chrysler Caravan and 2017-2020 models of the Toyota Sienna.

•

Dodge

PACIFICA/
CARAVAN

SPECIFICATIONS

oor

Toyota

SIDE ENTRY

RAMP MODELS

Optional 56"/1400 mm available
with 30"/762 mm wide ramp

2

optional caregiver seat

Fullremovable
floor
•
CONFIGURATIONS

In business for over 30 years, Savaria is the largest
manufacturer of wheelchair minivan conversions in
Canada and a leading accessibility company in North
America. From wheelchair lifts to home elevators and
accessible vehicles, we are the company that brings
mobility to people in the home, in transportation and
in public spaces.

Short floor
CONFIGURATIONS

short floor

SavariaFlex
Easy-clean, durable
SavariaFlex floor
available

Contact your Savaria van conversion dealer today to
find out more about how we can meet your specific needs.

better mobility for life
Savaria Vehicle Group
14 Goodmark Place Toronto ON M9W 6R1

●o
 ptional wheelchair positions

(cannot fit 3 wheelchairs)

● removable

800.561.9600

savaria.com

wheelchairvans.ca

©2021 Savaria Corporation. Savaria makes every effort to publish accurate information. Specifications and options are subject to change without notice.

•

optional caregiver seat

Seating must adhere to gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR). Speak with your Savaria dealer for full specifications on seating options.

wheelchair accessible vehicles
built for Canadians

